Getting to Your Taxi and Ride App Pick-Up

**FROM TERMINAL UPPER LEVEL (TICKETING/PASSENGER DROP OFF) TO TAXI & RIDE APP PICK-UP**
Exit the Barbara-Jordan Terminal and take one of the marked pedestrian crosswalks through the garage to the Rental Car Facility. Walk, take the shuttle, or call for wheelchair assistance to the Rental Car Facility and Taxi/Rideshare App Pick-Up located on Level G of the Rental Car Facility.

**FROM TERMINAL LOWER LEVEL (BAGGAGE CLAIM) TO TAXI & RIDE APP PICK-UP**
All pedestrian walkways lead to the garage. Exit the Barbara-Jordan Terminal and take one of the marked pedestrian crosswalks to the garage. From Garage Level 1, take the shuttle, elevator or stairs up to Garage Level 2 and use the pedestrian walkway between columns J and K to Taxi and Ride App Pick-Up located on Level G of the Rental Car Facility.

**FOR WHEELCHAIR ASSISTANCE PLEASE CALL 512-530-2242**